CRC Student SEED: a Social Justice Seminar
Seeking Educational Equity & Diversity

CP 325 Sec. 2 (#13672)
Tuesdays, 4:30-7:00pm
Chadbourne Main Lounge

Student SEED uses “the textbook of students’ lives” as the main teaching tool.

“Student SEED is achieving above and beyond [the course] goals. I learned so much from this class compared to many other classes throughout my 4 years.”

The Student SEED seminar seeks to create a respectful environment for students to engage in conversations about the impact of race, class, gender, sexual orientation, ability, and other aspects of identity in their personal lives, in their communities and in society as a whole. You are invited to join us, to share your experiences, to learn from your peers, and to build community.

84% of past participants “agree somewhat” or more that Student SEED has had an impact on their choice of degree/field/area of study
90% of past participants “agree somewhat” or more that Student SEED has had an impact on how they do their work
80% of past participants “agree somewhat” or more that Student SEED has had an impact on their choice of work

Before enrolling, complete the qualtrics survey at http://tiny.cc/CRCSEED